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About This Game

Astro Tripper is a furious shoot-em-up experience inspired by the painful, knuckle busting video games of years gone by. An
evolution of PomPom's 2001 award winning game, Space Tripper. Travel the surface of large horizontally-scrolling platforms,

and pit your highly maneuverable craft against hoards of enemies eager to blow you to bits, eat you or worse.

Gameplay is simple. You are free to travel anywhere on the platform at anytime, but don’t fall off! Powerful Blue Lasers and
Red Spread Lasers come equipped, so use both weapons tactically to get through tricky situations. Power up your weapons with

power crystals dropped by destroyed enemies. Oh, did we mention the blasting absolutely anything that moves?

Enemies encountered are varied. Zippy UFOS. Fat Motherships. Tanks. Choppers. Slimy Slug creatures. Alien Insects. Aztec
structures brimming with electricity. And of course, Big Bosses! 14 unique levels spread over 4 diverse worlds means there’s

always something new just around the corner.

Key features:

Furious retro shoot-em-up gameplay
14 completely unique levels spread over 4 worlds
Vibrant 3D visuals and effects
Global Online Leaderboards
Unlockable Challenge Games
Achievements
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Title: Astro Tripper
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PomPom
Publisher:
Pom Pom Games
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:XP,Vista,7
Processor:1.6GHZ or better
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:DirectX 9.0c compatible Shader 2
DirectX®:dx90c
Hard Drive:75 MB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian
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Instantly sets an atmosphere and immersion like few games can manage. A simple concept, but nerve wracking and intense
execution. A must for horror game fans, really want to try it out with a VR headset.. I would have recommended the game but
the following are missing:
- trade\/loan players
- more budget control (especially for nba)
Game is playable only for one-two seasons. After that all good players (especiall nba players with high fee) become FA fore
ever, because no team can sign them up. I had to use the data editor and assign players back to teams in order not to have 100
very good players sitting back for one-two seasons.

I will update my review if an upcoming update fixes the above.

#Update
My main issue in the game was fix, therefore I can now recommend the game. I found Corinne Cross's Dead & Breakfast to be
a very enjoyable experience. The characters and cute artistic direction were my favorite elements, as they really brought the
game to life. Taking a ride to Chloe's Roses with an inventory full of exquisite white flowers always brought a smile to my face.
Chloe always knew I had the best green thumb in town! ;)

Corinne Cross's Dead & Breakfast is a shining example that good writing and smart attention to detail are vital to a game having
a soul. Something that is sorely lacking in many of today's games.. Way too hard (can't even beat lvl 2 on normal -_-), but a
great game, if you like challenges!. cool and fun. Euro Truck Simulator 2 is most certainly the best, so don't buy this, ever.
What kind of trucking game involves being chased by the police?
Worst buy 2010. So overall by looking at all the other reviews noone else likes this. It is just a pile of poo.
Allright, onto the serious stuffs. The graphics of this game is like a two year old has thrown some paint at it, what has the world
come to? 2010 graphics... Even Half-Life 2 has better graphics (and that was made in late 2004). I didn't really understand why
you can constantly smash into stuff, the damage only effects the truck visually not doing damage the engine or transmission or
chassis.

Now that you have read my rant, please, buy Euro truck simulator 2 or American Truck simulator (when it comes out).. Its not a
bad game and its nice that you're able to play to youtube but this game lacks depth and variety. With only 2 game modes there
isnt any replay value.. Russian Subway dogs is one of those games where, in order to excel, you need to actually THINK about
what you are doing. On the surface it seems simple: bark at people to drop things, eat things, kill bad dogs, progress. BUT, there
is so much more, so much depth, that you need to plan, think and attack accordingly.

If you think this might be for you, buy it. You will not be dissapointed.. One thing the developer did ruins this game for
me...there is a 20 minute time limit to battles in single player campaign mode. This was not there in European Escalation so that
game is better for single player as you can take your time and play your way and not be rushed by a timer.

Since we are paying money for this, the developers should make the time limit something players can control.. Very nice
gameplay, it's fun to play and not that easy if you're looking for the perfect strategy ! I highly recommend.
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I'm giving this game a big thumbs up as it's a great VR experience! Kudos to the devs for exploring this new genre in the VR
space. Great time.

Please read the other reviews for commentary on the new "grind" but otherwise fun gameplay. Spot on.. Baron Reaves went
down on me on my second playthrough

10\/10 would play again.. Hey. Focus is here. i love this game so much. Awesome gameplay, worldwide multiplayer,
international tournaments. BEST GAME EVER.. It's okay, it looks nice visually and sounds okay.
But oversensitive controls makes the bullet dodging-experience a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥
Also the boss design is boring and the translation confusing.. No, just no. This game has one of those, wont take no for an
answer guys, and literally despite choosing everything that i could to tell the creep to get lost and show i wasnt interested, the
game keeps forcing him on me. The only choice that wasnt hostile\/mean towards this person I made was at the very beginning
of the game, when he literaly has the MC pinned up against an outside balcony while talking about how "someone" would just
love to kill them. I mean honestly in a situation like that, staying calm and not trying to insult\/aggravate the aggresor IS the only
sain responce. THAT DOESNT MEAN make the rest of the story about him please. OMG! I never liked \/ understood this
particular stereo type in the first place, I really really didnt like having it forced on me, expecially when i made every effort to
choose the other two routes whenever there seemed to be an opportunity.
Real shame too, this game has alot going for it. Lovely art, looked like a good story line before i got so mad and disgusted i was
litteraly hitting space over and over without even really reading much of what was on the screen anymore. Sad but i feel like i
just wasted an entire evening and $25. Only recommend it to people with control fetishes.
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